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Abstract: There is a new trend to use jury consultants and handwrit
ing examiners to provide an outside .perspective to .attorneys during a
·trial. Adding another:' dimension to the~ courtroom process, these
experts are trained to;' study.. such factors as verbal and non-verbal
behaviors,. written communiques, information·derived from question
naires and jury forms, focus groups, anir.mock trials, ·all to ascertain
the personality dynamics of a jury. Assimilating how different person
ality types of the courtroom players - jurors, judges, witnesses, and
attorneys -interact is becoming crucial in trial strategy. Jury con
sultants are making a significant impact on how many trials are being
conducted in the expanding legal arena. .

The most common use of handwriting examiners in the legal system is authenticat
ing signatures and determining ,the identity of writers in cases of forgeries, fraud,
embezzlement, and anonymous letters.

Well-known cases include the Lindbergh kidnapping, the Hitler diaries, the
Howard Hughes' Will, the Nazi war trial in Israel of the Cleveland autoworker thought
to be Ivan the Terrible, the ransom note for murdered child Jon Benet Ramsey, the fore
boding anthrax letters, the menacing letters coming out of the caves in Afghanistan,
and now the authenticity of a myriad of documents coming out of the Middle East. Add
to these well-known cases the forensic programs in the· media. All of these cases
involved significant clues obtained from the use of forensic handwriting examiners to
determine authenticity and the identity of the writers. Such document examination is
familiar to attorneys, private investigators, and law enforcement agencies.

In the last two decades another classification of handwriting examiners has
emerged in the courtrooms. Working closely with attorneys as jury and trial con
sultants, these unique analysts are skilled in interpreting handwriting and other
forms of expressive behaviors in order to determine the personality characteristics of
individuals in.a legal environment. Personality profiles of prospective jurors and
other courtroom players are prepared as part of the pre-trial, jury selection process
and on~goingcourtroom drama.

Jury and trial observation are made from patterns of expressive behavior that the
consultants recognize visUally, verbally, physically, linguistically, and graphically through
handwriting samples obtained in focus groups, mock trials, and actual courtroom set~gs.

Jury consultants played significant roles in the trials of O. J. Simpson,
Rodney King, the Menendez brothers, and the earlier trials of Dr. Jack Kevorkian.
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Most jury consultants have had experience with people in some aspect of the social
sciences such as sociology or psychology, marketing or negotiating, linguistics or
private inve~tigating. Relatively few consultants have the additional expertise in
handwriting examination.

Attorneys know the law. Jury or trial consultants know people and they use
their various skills to discern whatever is possible that will benefit the attorneys and
clients they serve. It appears that whatever specialists are chosen to provide outside
perspective to attorneys during a trial, understanding the jury, lawyers, witnesses,
experts, and other players in the judicial forum is now an essential part to gaining
the winning edge in today's legal arena.

As specialists in written, verbal, and non-verbal communications, trained
handwriting examiners are able to help attorneys maximize the advantage of pre-trial
and courtroom insight. There is value in allowing a consultant to become familiar
with a case long before a jury is selected.

With sufficient time, attorneys can be assisted in various ways by jury con
sultants who can support them by reading mediation summaries, discussing strate
gies, listening to opening arguments, and providing perspective on how these ele
ments may influence different jurors. Jury graphics can be developed that underscore
crucial points to better inform the jurors listening to a case.

Prospective jurors express themselves with their words, gestures, and body lan
guage, and through the writtencomm~cationsprovided on the questionnaires in court
and in the focus groups or mock trials. Some jurors are auditory and others are visual.
Some individuals respond to information that affects feelings, others want just the facts.

Jury consultants using handwriting evaluations can usually recognize the
differences between right- and left-brain thinking styles, pointing out the best way to
communicate with possible jurors. Metaphors, pictures, and story lines appeal to
more right-brained, intuitive, creative jurors. Facts, figures, and time-lines appeal to
more left-brained, analytical, problem-solving jurors.

Long before a case reaches the courtroom, a jury consultant can contribute
valuable information to attorneys by assisting them in establishing an ideal juror pro
file and fine-tuning the presentation of a case through a focus group or mock trial.
The potential benefit for attorneys and their clients to gather information to help in
their cases is invaluable and limited only by their imagination and resources.

The role of a jury consultant with handwriting expertise can be simply the
evaluation of the questionn~iresbefore. and during the jury-selection process. The con
sultant may also oversee the coordination and facilitation of focus groups or mock jury
projects where writing samples are obtained for future comparison to the writings and
comments taken during actual juror selection, deliberations, and debriefings.

Figure 1 is an example of a form that is attached to a jury questionnaire.
When marked it provides highlights and comments for attorneys that can be useful
in choosing or keeping the juror best suited to their case. Identifying leadership is
often crucial, as is recognizing those "wild" cards that can hang or disrupt a jury.
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Integrity (lNT) may indicate whether the juror is telling the truth in response to the
voir-dire questions. Markings on this form will differ depending ·on the case and
whether the attorney is looking for jurors who are pro-plaintiff or pro-defense.

Every mark or stroke on a questionnaire, from the signature to the printing,
numbers, checks, and Xs, is taken into account in the evaluation. The process is very
focused and intense, requiring rapid observations and designation of the most impor
tant pieces of information.
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Figure 1: F~rm completed ~by a jury consultant with .handwriting expertise
to assist atto.,-ney in evaluating .prospective jurors.
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Figure 2a: Juror questionnaire assessed ·as ''Follower.''
















